CONSTRUCTION REPORT

Project: River Center Branch Library
Project No.: 11-025
Report No.: 007
Site Visit Date/Time: 03-16-2017
Location: Project Site; site visit and walk
Weather/Temp:

Work in Progress/Observations:

- The first floor slab has been poured and saw cut.
- The slab looks to be very clean and good looking finish work.
- Bentonite continues to go in near the service elevation.
- Re-steel and form work continues
- Form work was starting to be removed and steel has started to show up on the project site.
- The generator is also located in the staging area.
- Crane was on site to start shaking out and erecting steel in the first sequence.
- A good deal of structural steel work has been accomplished in the first 10 day stint by the steel erectors.
- The erection contractor is working 10 days on and 4 days off.
- Two levels of steel is up, joists have been spread out.
- The contractor has also now moved the trailer off of the bridge and the construction fencing is now per the contract documents.

(see attached photos)

Items/Questions:

Prepared by: WHLC Architecture, LLC.